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Abstract  

DTH - direct to home is a computerized method of diversion where simple signs are being utilized for 

broadcasting the differed channels. Today, DTH in India has made its ideal picture while offering quality 

service in all significant part of cable satellite. Best picture and sound freedom are the critical highlights of 

DTH service in India. Similarly as with rising interest of DTH in India, the service suppliers have likewise 

been raised where at present Videocon DTH, Dish TV DTH, Zee DTH, Sun TV DTH, Tata sky DTH, 

Doordarshan DTH and Airtel DTH are a portion of the major DTH service suppliers in India. All DTH service 

suppliers in India contained distinction bundle in regard of value, number of channels offer, bundle, nature of 

service and some more. Accordingly, it is recommended that prior to choosing and profiting the DTH service 

in India get check the rundown of channels proposition and bundle being presented by various DTH suppliers. 

Videocon DTH offers various channels as contrast with other DTH suppliers where as Airtel DTH offers best 

quality and customer service as contrast with Tata sky or Videocon or Sun or Reliance DTH. Also, Reliance 

and Sun DTH offers greatest deal and bundle. Hence, make certain to affirm with every single focuses in 

regards to DTH in India. In this viewpoint, the review has made an endeavor to break down the consumers' 

image inclination towards involving DTH service in Erode city. 

Keywords: Customer service, DTH channels, schemes 

Introduction  

In prior days, there was just a single TV directs in India the "Doordarshan", channel Doordarshan was claimed 

and worked by legislature of India. In those periods, each home which had a TV set used to have its own 

recieving wire to catch the transmissions. The cable TV law regulation was passed in January 1995. This 

empowered cable operators to feel stations and later on privately owned businesses were permitted to air their 

own stations and this prompted the hazardous development in number of TV stations and number of cable 

operators. The development of TV stations and cable operators made a major industry and market open doors. 

Until few years back, there were upwards of 1,00,000 cable operators across India. In any case, the services 

given by cable operators were poor. The strikes, expansion in levy plan, particular transmission and 

unfortunate service were significant reason for dissatisfaction among the customers. This has set out a 

freedom for DTH, which serves a quick danger to the top of the line cable organizations. A portion of the 

central members in the business are Dish TV by Zee bunch, Tata sky joint endeavor of Tata and star TV, Big 
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TV by Anil Dhirubhai Ambani Group, Digital TV by Bharti Tele media, sun Direct from the advertisers of 

Sun TV. There are a few different organizations who are considering to begin their own DTH like Videocon. 

The Indian market was till now overwhelmed by the presence of nearby cable TV operators and had total 

restraining infrastructure over it. DTH opened a possibility for Indian consumers to pick the satellite service to 

get TV stations director to their homes with practically no go-betweens. 

The manner in which DTH arrives at a consumer's home is unique in relation to the manner in which cable 

TV does. In DTH, TV stations would be sent from the satellite to a little dish recieving wire mounted on the 

window or rooftop of the supporter's home. Along these lines, the telecaster directly associates with the client. 

The agents like neighborhood cable operators are not there in the image. DTH can likewise come to the 

remotest of regions since it gets rid of the middle of the road step of a cable operator and the wires (cable) that 

come from operator to house, DTH signal directly from the satellite to DTH dish. 

DTH offers preferred quality picture over cable TV, this is on the grounds that cable TV in India is simple. 

Regardless of advanced transmission and gathering, the cable transmission is as yet simple. DTH offers 

stereophonic audio effects. It can likewise arrive at far off regions where earthbound transmission and cable 

TV have neglected to infiltrate. Aside from improved picture quality, DTH has additionally takes into account 

intuitive TV services, for example, film on-request, web access, video conferencing and email. Yet, what 

DTH has making it work is that the strong telecom organizations like star, zee, and so forth are pushing for it. 

In DTH, the installment will be made directly by the supporter of the satellite organization offering the 

service. A major issue that telecasters face in India is the issue of under revealing of endorsers by cable 

operators. 

Statistical Tools Used For Analysis 

The essential information have been gathered from the likely respondents from various regions and has been 

appropriately arranged, grouped, altered, classified in a legitimate configuration and broke down by 

conveying proper measurable tools. The factual tests are led at 5% and 1 percent level of importance. The 

accompanying measurable tools are utilized. 

 Descriptive Analysis. 

 Chi-square test.  

 Garrett Ranking Techniques. 

 Reliability test 

Sampling Techniques  

With the end goal of examination, the information has been gathered from 300 customers from the chose 

inspected Respondents. The examples have been chosen based on helpful arbitrary testing procedures. The 

information has been organized and genuinely deciphered at whatever point and any place required. 

ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 
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Table 1 

DTH at present in your home 

DTH Service  No. of Respondent  Percentage 

(%) 

Mean  S.D. 

Sun Direct  182 60.8 2.18 0.732 

Big TV  53 17.9 2.36 0.675 

Digital TV  24 8.4 2.52 0.510 

Dish TV  29 9.9 2.24 0.772 

Tata Sky  6 2.3 3.01 0.000 

Others  6 2.3 1.02 0.000 

Total  300 100.0 2.25 0.731 

 

The table expresses that 60.8 percent of the respondents having sun direct in their homes, with the mean and 

standard deviation of 2.18 and 0.732, 17.7 percent of the respondents having BIG TV with the mean and 

standard deviation of 2.36 and 0.675,8 percent of the respondents having DIGITAL TV with the mean and 

standard deviation of 2.52 and 0.510,9.7 percent of the respondents having DISH TV with the mean and 

standard deviation of 2.24 and 0.772, and just 2% of the respondents having TATA SKY in their homes with 

the mean worth of 3. 

Larger part of the respondents (60.8%) having sun direct in their homes. 

Table 2 

Type of Package 

S. No.  Type of Package  No. of Respondents   Percentage (%) 

1 Family pack 214 72.0 

2 South value pack 41 13.0 

3 South started 12 4.0 
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4 Super saver 29 9.5 

5 Others 5 1.9 

 Total 300 100.0 

 

The above table shows that 72% of the respondents favor family pack, 13% of them lean toward south worth 

pack, 4% of them lean toward south began pack, 9.5 of them lean toward super saver pack and 1.9 percent of 

them incline toward others. Larger part (72%) of the respondents lean toward family pack. 

Table 3: Satisfaction of Brand 

S.NO.  Satisfaction  No. of Respondents  Percentage (%) 

1 Highly satisfied  125 43 

2 Moderate  16 6 

3 Satisfied  159 51 

 Total  300 100 

 

 

The table suggests that 43% of the respondents profoundly happy with the brand, 6% of them are respectably 

fulfilled, and 51 percent of them are happy with the utilization of brand. Larger part (51%) of them are happy 

with the utilization of brand. 

GARRETT RANKING TECHNIQUES 

Table 4 

Reasons behind selecting the DTH Services 

S. No. Factors Total Score Mean Score Rank 
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1 Price 1702.6 5.68 I 

2 Clarity 1690.5 5.62 II 

3 Channels 1558.4 5.29 III 

4 Offers 1312.7 4.38 V 

5 Sound Clarity 1326.4 4.43 IV 

 

 

The table 4 uncovers the purposes behind choosing the DTH. "Assortment of DTH Services" was positioned 

first by the chose test respondents with the total score of 1702.6 and mean score of 5.68. "Cost" was 

positioned first with the total score of 1702.6 and mean score of 5.68. "Clearness" involved second situation 

with the total score of 1690.5 and mean score of 5.62. "Channels" was positioned third with the total score of 

1558.4 and mean score of 5.29. "Offers" involved fifth situation with the total score of 1311.9 and mean score 

of 4.37. "Sound clearness" involved fourth with the total score of 1326.4 and mean score of 4.43. 

 

Table 5: Relationship between age and level of satisfaction about channels 

Chi Square  Cal. Value  Df P.value  S/NS Null 

hypothesis 

 48.880 9 0.000* S Rejected  

 

 

Obviously the P esteem is under 0.05(P<0.000) at 5% degree of importance. Thus, the invalid speculation is 

dismissed. So there is a connection among age and channels of DTH and furthermore genuinely huge. 

Table 6 

Relationship between age and level of satisfaction about channels 

Chi Square Test 
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Chi Square  Cal. Value  Df P. Value  S/NS Null 

hypothesis 

 27.252  3 0.000* S Rejected  

 

Obviously the P esteem is under 0.05(P<0.000) at 5% degree of importance. Thus the invalid theory is 

dismissed. So there is a connection among orientation and channels of DTH and furthermore genuinely 

critical. 

Table 7 

Relationship between age and level of satisfaction about Customer care  

Chi Square Test 

Chi Square  Cal. Value  Df P. Value  S/NS Null 

hypothesis 

 22.308 4 0.000* S Rejected  

 

Obviously the P esteem is under 0. 05(P<0.000) at 5% degree of importance. Subsequently, the invalid theory 

is dismissed. So there is a connection among orientation and customer care of DTH and furthermore 

genuinely critical. 

From the above table obviously, the dependability of scales utilized in this study was determined by Cranach's 

coefficient alpha. The coefficient alpha qualities surpass the base norm of .70. It's gives great appraisals of 

inward consistency unwavering quality. As displayed in the table, coefficient alpha qualities went from .750 

to .810 for every one of the develops demonstrating that the scales utilized in this study were solid. It should 

likewise be noticed that an alpha of .8014 is presumably a sensible objective. It should likewise be noticed 

that while a high incentive for Cranach's alpha demonstrates great inward consistency of the things in the 

scale, it doesn't imply that the scale is uni-layered. 

SUGGESTIONS  

The accompanying ideas are made in view of the discoveries of the current review:- 

• It is observed that, most of the respondents lean toward Sun Direct DTH service. Henceforth, it is 

recommended that the other DTH operators likewise giving extra elements the sensible cost for drawing in 

new customers. 
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• The review uncovers that, the greater part of the respondents know about DTH service through companions 

and family members. Along these lines, it is recommended that the DTH operators fabricating more appealing 

ad to make more mindfulness. 

• It is found from the investigation, most of the respondents have medium degree of satisfaction towards DTH 

service .Hence, it is recommended that, to get undeniable degree of satisfaction, the DTH operators give 

picture and sound quality, cost offer, channel bundles and furthermore esteem added services. 

• From the investigation, the predominant video quality, rebate (or) offers, to pick chosen channels are the 

primary factors affecting the consumer to lean toward the DTH Service. Accordingly, it is recommended that 

the DTH operators should zero in additional on the video quality and markdown (or) offers to hold their 

consumer and furthermore to draw in new consumers. 

• Presently a-days, individuals are more insane with regards to the web and wireless. It will assume a 

significant part in future. Along these lines, it will be a major danger to DTH services. Subsequently, the DTH 

players should utilize trend setting innovation to hold their market. 

Conclusion  

Indian DTH industry is a development stage. Today, DTH is one of the methods of correspondence through 

TV. There are number of brands in DTH services. They are accessible on the lookout, which varies in value, 

quality, services and assortment of bundles, type and so forth In the current innovation time, it very well may 

be effectively said that all classes of individuals are involving the DTH services to their TV for constant net 

working. By thinking about this the DTH makers concocting different brand names. However, the consumers 

incline toward their beloved brands because of different reasons like picture quality, commercial, brand name, 

number of channels and cost. 

 In this manner, the review uncovers that most of the respondents like to purchase Sun direct due to its best 

picture quality, sensible cost, different sorts of bundles and more channels. The prevalent video quality, rebate 

(Or) offers and to pick chosen channels are the fundamental factors affecting the example respondents in their 

inclination towards DTH service. 

Further, the review uncovers that the vast majority of respondents have medium degree of satisfaction towards 

DTH service. In any case, It can be presumed that the excellent of services and ceaselessly quality 

improvement in the DTH service will carry tremendous accomplishment to this sector and furthermore better 

services generally draw in more customers 
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